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Shh signalling in the polarizing region at the posterior edge of the limb bud is pivotal in controlling digit number and pattern in the developing limb. Using microarrays we have compared gene expression levels between anterior and posterior thirds of wing buds from wild-type and talpid[3] mutant chicken embryos, in which both Gli activator and repressor function fail, and identified 1070 differentially expressed genes. These were put into 16 clusters, one of which contains Hoxd13, a gene known to be involved in digit formation. Using optical projection tomography (OPT) we have performed a 3D analysis of the expression patterns of genes in the Hoxd13-like cluster. Through this analysis we aim to identify novel genes that are modulated as a consequence of Shh signaling and therefore play a role in chicken wing development. The 3D gene expression patterns were then mapped onto a digital reference limb using AMIRA software and computational analysis was Modern technologies allow almost all changes in gene activity that occur during state changes to be identified and this has been enormously useful in identifying key components of the transcriptional circuitry. However, the identification of components and their influences on the biological processes studied has provided little new understanding as to the nature of the differentiation process. This is partly because such measurements are generally made on large cell populations of unknown heterogeneity, whereas the processes that control differentiation occur primarily at the cellular level.
We are trying to determine how the set of allowable states change during the differentiation process. 
